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Given a se! S of mutuaUy inc~m~parable degrees and a pair of degrees 
a and ~ we cay that S is comph'~ ;entat3" b,,tween a and b whenever a is 
the greatest lower bound of the members of S and b is the least upper 
bound. A degree a is mi;ffmal i fO is the least upper bound of the degrees 
strictly less than a. Wc obtain an indi.'atio~ cf the variety of decision 
problems to be fot~.:d amon~t deg': ~s of a particular type of looking 
at the pairs of  de~ees between which sets of degrees of that type are 
complementary. If S complementary between O and a we say that S is 
complementary behnv a and we prove below that there is a pair of mi- 
nimal degrees complementary below O'. 
Spector [8] snowed that minimal degrees exist and Sacks [6] cons- 
trusted one be'ow O', the largest recursively enumerable degree. Shoen- 
field [ 7 ] provt, d that given any degree strictly between O and O' we 
may find a minimal degree below O' which is incomparable with it. 
Lachlan [,~, proved that no pair of recursively enumerable (r.e.) degrees 
is complemental ,  below O' even though there is a pair of r.e. degrees 
complementary below some r.e. degree (see Yates [I01 and Lachlan [31 ). 
We construct below a pair of minimal degrees with join O'. Shoenfield's 
theorem is an immediate corollary of this. Since the theorem yMds a 
pair complementary below O' we have that no dramatic genera~isation 
of L~chlan's theorenl is possible. Related results proved elsewhere are: 
(1) there is a pair of degrees complementary below any given r.e. degree 
other than O, (2) there is a r.e. degree other than O below which no set 
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of minimal de~ees  is complementary (although Uates [ 11 ] has shown 
there to be countably many minimal predecessor~ for each non-zero r.e. 
degree), (3) there are three r.e. degrees complem~-,:t,;ry below O' 
We take {O e le ~ 0} to bca  standard enumera,qon of the partkd re- 
cursive flmctionais. {¢lJe,sle, s ~ 0 } is a double sequence .',ff finite appro- 
ximations to these functionals atist),ing the tk~llowing: (i) {Oe. s } is a 
recursive set, (it) Oe,s C_C_ Oe,~'+l for each e and each s ~ 9, (iii) qb: = 
Us~ 0 ¢be, s for each e 1> 0, (iv) for each s Oe.s is empty for all but a finite 
set o f  numbers. The last condit ion ~s included in order to avoid :m infi- 
nite search occurring at a stage of  the " construction, t Re }" will bc a stan- 
dard list o f  the rccursively enumerable sets with double sequence {Re. s} 
of approximations with properties imilar to ( i ) - ( iv)  above for ~<be.,~ }. 
And {F: } is an entimeration of  the partial rccursivc functions, each b;+ 
having its recursive tower {F',,sls > 0 } of finile al~proximations, 
o is said to be a string of length n+t if it is an i~:itial segment (or be- 
gitlttL'tg) C[n] OJ" a characteristic function C defined on exactly n+l 
numbers. I fo  is a string of  length n+l and m ~< n we write a [m]  for the 
beginning of  u of  length m+l .  I f  we write lh(o) lbr the length of  o and 
y(a  t , 02) for the least numbery  for which o i (y)  :~ o,(y) ,  there is a 
natural ordering ~< of  the strings defined by: 
O 1 ~2 ~----> 
o 1 =o 2 or lh (o  1)<lh(o  2 )or lh (0! )  = 
lh(02) ah.5 Ul O'(o I , c~2)) < 020 ' (o  I , 0, ) ) .  
Define an ordering ~< on the ordered pairs of  ,;zrings by : 
(e l ,  c2) ~< Or I , rr 2 ) 
a i l y (o r ,o  z ) -  I I  <r r l l y ( i r l ,T r2 ) - -  I1 or 
O1 [3'(O1, O" 2 ) ---II = 7rllY(rrl,TrT) - 11 awio  i < ~r~ ore  1 =it  l 
and o z ~< 7r 2 . 
This will enable us to talk of  the least pair of  strings with a given propee. 
ty. 
.0 is the string defined nowhere and 0 and I are the strings with dom- 
ain {0} and respective ranges {0} and {1}. 
o* r  is the striag defined by: 
t 
o(x) i fx  < lhm 
o,r(x)  =~ r (x - lhu)  if lho ~< x < lho + lhr, 
undef ined otherwise. 
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I f  cr and r are beginnings o f  some character ist ic  l'v~v.ction C then we say 
that o and r are compatib&, and write o ~ r or  7 ?; ~ accord ing to 
lho ~ lhr or  lhr  ~ lho. Otl~erwise o and r are im'ompatible. 
A tree l" is a real;ping f rom the strings into tile strings such that if 
T( r , i )  is def ined where i is 0 or  1 then so are 7"(r,  1 .... i) and T(r), and 
such that the partial order ing induced on the domai~ o f  T coincide., 
with the order ing G on the range o f  7". The terms 'recursive tree" and 
"partial recursive tree" will be used a nat lxal  informal  way. 
I f  T ( r ,  0), ( r ,  1 ) (=T( r ,  0). T(r • I )) are def ined then they co,npr ise 
tile syz)'gv oft T based ~m T(r). Otherwise if 7"(r) 2 def ined the,~ T(r) is 
~m emt strh~g.for T~ A str ing o is compatlbh' with a tree T if o lies on T 
(i.e., is in the range o f  T) or in an extens ion o f  an end string for Y T' is 
c~mtlmtihh' witl; T if every string on T' is compat ib le  with T. 
We say that two strings cr 1 . o ,  split ~'tbr e throttgh x if o' 1 , o 2 D T 
and ~I'c(o I . .v) (o 2, x )  and ,|,,,(o 1 . x), (0 2. ,v) are def ined and unequal .  
a I , 0 2 split r for  c through x at scages if cr I , o 2 D 7" and CI)e,s(a I , x), 
(0 2, x)  are def ined and unequal .  Then  a 1 . a 2 split r for  e th rough x if 
and on ly  if o I ,  02 split r for e th rough x at some stage s >f 0 since 
q'e = Us>0 'be,s" and if a 1 , 0 2 split r for  e through x at stage s then 01 , 
o 2 split 7- lbr  e through x a,: every stage s' > s because ~Pe.s" ~- the,s" 
before  proving the main theorem we give a short  p roo f  o f  a weaker  
result. 
Theorem 1. There is a pcir o f  degrees complementary below 0' .  
Proof. ket D be a set o f  degree O' such that D is recursive in every infi- 
nite subset o lD  (i.e.. D is intro-reducible i~ the sense of [2] ). We cons- 
truct at stages n ~ 0 beginnings a n, ~n of  characteristic functions A and 
B respectively and take the required pair to be the degrees of  A and B. 
For each n we will have lh(c% ) = lh(t3,~ ). Strings a and t3 with a ~ a n and 
/3 9 fin are said to be admissibh, at stage n+ 1 if for no x /> lh(a n ) do we 
have a(x)  and t3(x) defined and each equal to 0. 
Stage 4e o f  the construction. 
Define 
x 0 = the least number in D, 
xn+ 1 = the least element of  D ~eater  than lh(a4,+3 ). 
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Let a ~ ~4e- 1 and ~ ~ ~4~ 1 comrpise the ie:~st pair of  strings admissible 
at stage 4e with  lh~ = lb/5' = x e . 
Define 
~4e, ~34e = a • 0. !3,0 respectively. 
Stage 4e + I 
Look for the least triple (~3, x,  s) (under some recursive ordering~ for 
• ~,hich/3 D/34e and ~be.s(/3, x )  is defined and st.~ch that if q~e(;~, x)  = 1 then 
/3(x) ~ 0. 
I f  no such (/3, x, s) exists set 
~4e+l,/34e+I = °~4e * l, t~4e * I respectively. 
Otherwise let ~,/3' be the least pair with a 3 ~4e,/3' 3 ~4e, a, ~3 admis- 
sable at stage 4e+l with/3' 3_/3, lh(a) -= lh(/Y) and such that e(x)  is de- 
fined and is not equal to 0,,(/3, x). 
Define 
~4e+l '/34e+1 = a', ~' respectively. 
Stage 4e+2. 
The same as stage 4e+l  but with t~ afad ~.'~ il:terc:~angcd and 4e+2, 
4e+l  written for 4e+l ,  4e respectively. 
St~'ge 4e +3. 
Let (m, ",) be the e ~ apri o f  numbers (in some recursive ordering). 
We lool, for the least quadruple (/31 , 132 , x, s) for which ¢3 ~, /3-" split 
4e+2 for n tl,.rough x ~t stage s. 
If (/31,/32 x, s) does not exist set 
~4e+3 •/34e+3 = t~4e+2 * I. ~4e+2 * 1 respectively,  and 
otherwise look for the least pair (a, s) with ~ 3 c~4e+2 such that ~, ¢~t 
and a, f i  2 are admissat, le pairs and qb ,~..~(e, x') is defined. 
I l l ' ex i s ts  let ~3 i be he least of  the strings/31, ~, :-st~ch that 
,.I,., (~. x) ~ ~,,(~;, x) 
and take ~*,/3* to be the least adm~ssable pair of  s t r in~ of  equal length 
with a* 3_ ~ andS* ~ i3 i. 
Define 
Ot4e+3 •/34e+3 = a* ,  ~* respectively. 
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Otherwise take a4e+3, Vq4e+3 tO be the least pair of admissable strings of 
equal length with a4e+ 3 D Ce4e+2 and f14e+3 >/34e+2 and with 
lh(Oqe+ 3 ) > lh(~ 1 ) + 111(/3 2 ). 
Lemma 1, :1 a ,d  B are ~ecur.sive i , O', 
Proof. We examine the questions asked during the construction. The res- 
ult will follows from the fact that they are u lil\-)rmly recursive in O' and 
in what we have defined at previous tages of the construction so that 
we c~uld define ~,~, ~, by a recursion schem:~. ~lsin~'. O' recursive func- 
tions. 
(1)- (4) below correspond to the stages 4e to 4e+3 of the construction. 
(I) We requiw the number \'e, which depends only on D ~ O' and on 
the strings ~4e- i and ¢~.,e.t already defined (*lie admissable paits form 
a recursive set). 
(2) The set of triples (/3. x, s) that we ar~ interested in is a r.e. set 
qualified by a predicate rectirsive in tXae and t3ae, 
(3) Similarly for the triple:; (~ x, s). 
(4) The quadruples (/31 ./32 x. s) and the pairs (c~, s) each form the 
intersection of an a,z,/3, rectirsive set and a fixed r.e. set. 
It follows that if we write a = deg.4 and b = degB then a u b < O'. 
[emma 2. O' ~ a u b. 
Proof. tf we inspect the construction we find that the only stages at 
which we fail to choose an admissable pair t~,/3 as extensions of a,,,/3 n 
respectively are the stages 4e > 0 when 0e4e,/34e are  chosen to be ad- 
missable apart from the fact that 
0¢4c(X e ) =/34e(Xe)  = 0. 
This means that A n B is a subset o lD  and is infinite since infinitely 
meny numbers xe are chosen. Since D is intro-reducibie we have 
D~rA c~BwheredegAUB<aub.  
I ~ follows from lemmas 1 and 2 that O' = a u b. 
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Lemma 3. a and b are incomparable 
Proof .  Assume that 
A = the(B) 
for some number e. 
If a triple (fl, x, s) exists satist3,ing stage 4e+l  of  the construct ion tilen 
we have that q~e(/34,,+l, x) is defined and is not equal to a4,,.t • which 
would mean that 4~,,(B. x) ~ A(x). 
So for every pair (t3..x') such that ~ ~ ~34c and ,b¢.(:3, .x'~ is defined we 
have that q'e(~, x) = 1 which implies that A is empty,  contradict ing the 
fact thatA n B is an infinite subset of D. 
Lemlna 4. I f  q~;,, (A ). ~,~ (B) are total a~ld ~b,,~ (A ) = ~,~ (B) thel,~ ,!,,,~ (A) 
is recursive. 
Proof. Let (m, n) be the e th pair o f  numbers. Then at stage 4c+3 we 
look for a paic ~31 .'/32 which split t34r.2 for n through some ntunber x at 
a stage s ~ O. If/31 ,/32 do not exist then ,F,~(B) will be recursive. In order 
to compute ~: (B .  x) t\~r a given number x we need only generate recur- 
sively the fimctionals ,..b,~.s and also the extensions o of  t34,.+2, and if for 
~ome such o and some s >1 0 we have 
dZ'..s(a, s) = 6 
then we have ,hat 
"I'. ~B, x )  = 6 . 
Otherwise there is a beginning/3 of  B. which we can choose tc properly 
extend/34c÷_., for which 
@,~ (/3, x )= 8 ~ i5, 
so that for some s* > s we have 
(since "P,~ = LIs~- ~ ~n.s and q~.,s C qb.,s+ 1 for each s) m~d ,. 0 fi. q split 
~4e+2 through x for n at stage s*. i 
Say (/31, t32 ~:, s) exists. 
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I f  (e.. S) does not exist then since ~ , a4,,+3 and. + a'4e+3 are admissabte 
pairs at st~,,e.~ 4c+3 and h1¢~4c+3 > max lh(~il I. = i or _ "~ there can be no 
extension ~' of a4,.+3 for which q~m (a'. x} is defined, so that ~m (A, x) 
is not defined. 
If c~ exists then by choice ofcqe+3 and fl4e+-~ we have that 
~b~, (/34,,+3, xL  ~b,+ (a,4+++ ~ , .v) 
a++e defined and unequal so that 
,I',, ( B ) :a. '.I,,. ~..t ). 
It follows from the lemma that a c~ b exists and is equal to O. 
We can adapt the proof  so as to replace O. O' by c, c' for any given 
c > O. This has the corollary qmt every degree is a non-trivial meet of a 
pair of  degrees. Lachian [31 has shows that if c is r.e. and strictly below 
O' then we cannot in general choose the ~xfir of  degrees to be r.e. But 
we can  ask:  
( I ) ls every degree below O' a non-trivial meet of  two degrees below 
O' ':, or 
(2 ~, Is ,here some general class of r+e+ degrees with not3-trivial r.e. meets 
(c+g+, Robert Robinson's low degrees [ 51 ) '! 
Sacks [(~1 examines lattice embeddings for the degree.,, as a whole 
and Lachlan [4] and Thomason lq] obtain results about lattice embed- 
dings in the r.e. degrees, but little is known about embeddir, gs which 
presei~'e greatest and least elements in the degrees below O' or in the 
r.e, degrees between two comparable r.e. degrees. 
Theorem 2. There exists a pair o f  minimal degrees with least al~t?er 
bound 0'. 
Proof. Let J be a recursive fimction which enmnerates without repeti- 
tions a r+e+ set D of degree O'. At st ~,,,'s_.+ s .--> 0 we construct strings s ° 
and ~ and take the pair of  deg+ees to be the degrees o fA  ° and A t 
where 
Ai(x) = lira+ ~i (x) 
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for each i < 1 and each ..~-. The strings t~ °s and ~ will be chosen to lic ,.~n 
certain finite trees Tie.s with i ~< 1 where at any given stage s ~ 0 ttlere 
will only be a fin,;te number  of  these trees dil~\~rent from 0. 
If o C__ as p for some p < 1 then o is said to have rank e o f  the pth l;#td 
at stage s+ 1 where e is the least number for which 
0 C__ T~s(6) 
for some 6 ~< 1. We order the pairs (e. p) lexicographicall,' upwards. 
The method by which we make A °, A t to be of  minimal degree is .~ 
constmctivisation f  that o f  Spector's in [8] but different from that of  
[ 11 ] in that not every syzygy defined on a tree T~ a: a stage Z~ + p - 
1 >f 0 will be a splitting pair for e, and also in that we will not expec'. 
the limit trees 
T~ = lira s TP s 
to be partial recursive, although if At' lies on an infinite splitting portion 
of  TeP then we will" be able to select a partia1 recursixe splitting snbtree 
of  T~e on which AP also lies. 
If TePs(r), say, is defined and has been chosen as a member of  syzygy 
"p which splits for e then if there is no syzygy  for T~'s based on ]e,s(r) 
which splits for e at stage s we say that ~',s(r) is a bouvdao' s;ringtbr 
TPe,s at stage s. 
The method Ly which we make D recursive in the join of the degrees 
o fA  ° and A l is ~*o ensure that if there is a stage s such that T~)÷1 s and 
7el+l,s (0) are be#rn ings  of  ~i ° and .4 1 respectively then 
Ds(e) = D(e) 
where D s = { f (k ' l k  ~ s}. 
Stage 0 o f  the construction. 
Define 
TP- Lo = I 
for each p = 0 or  1. 
TVe,O = 0 
(the identity tree) 
otherwise,  
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Define 
4=0 
Stage 2s +p + 1. 
Define 
=I .  
for each p = 0 or i. 
Assume that 7'[',.+t has been defined for each i < e and that TePs+l (r) has 
been defined where r is a string other than 0 and that 
We may. now base a sy&vgv on /~'.str) at,sta,,e~ s+l through one of 
the following cases: 
(~st' I. 
Let T~Ts(r) have rank k of  the pth kind at stage s+l. 
Assume that lc..,.(r, OL ( r ,  1) are defip, ed and are compat ib le with 
each tree 7+.s+ t with i < e. 
Also assume that one of  the following hold: 
( 1 ) T¢~s(r • 0}+ (r • 1 ~ split for e at stage s+ I, or 
(2) there is no pair of  strings o I , 0 2 D T~,(r)  whick split for e at stage 
s+l and which satisfy the fol lowing condit ions: 
(i) o , ,  o ,  are compatible with eve~" tree TFs+t with i < e and neither 
of  o I , e ,  properly extend a boundary string T~s+t Ur) with i < e and 
c (Tr), 
(ii) if o I or :2 extends ome l~rohibited string Tr (a term to be defined 
later) where 
7":'+(r) c 
then we may ./Fee 7r by strelchiP+g a string o f  rank "-* o f  the ( 1 __p)th 
kind where 




(iii) by defining 
o I , o 2 = T~s+ ~ ( r  • 0) ,  ( r ,  I 
respectively we do not make some string 7r of rank k* of the q~)~ kind al 
stage s+l l iable to require a t tent ion  at a stage greater than ~ + p + 1 
(again a term to be defined later) through a number e' > k* where 
(k, p )~ (k*. q) and q ~< 1, or 
TPe.s(r) gaPs" 
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define 
1 
T~+l  ( r  ,O) ,  ( r  , 1) = o I , o', 
T~t( r ,O) ,  (r, I) = T[I.AT~O}, (r, l~ respec|ivcly. 
Case IL 
Assume that cast~ I does not hold and that none of (1)--',3) of case 1 
h :~!ds. 
So there does exist a pair o~, a 2 as described in (2). We define 
T~,  ( r ,  0), ( r .  1)= o 1 , o~ 
respectively, and we require a string of :ank k* of the ( ; t)Y h kind at 
stage s+l to free all the prohibited strings 7r such that 
TePs(r) C r ~ a! 
or r['s(r) c re ~ a 2 , 
where the choose k* to be the largest possible such number. 
Case 111. 
i f  cases I and II do not hold but 
T[~s(r) ~. d s' 
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respectively where cr I , 02 is the least pair of  incompatible strings which 
extend T~?s(r) and which are compatible with every tree Tf~I with 
i < e. This conchxles case II|. 
We say t;:at c* is lh~bh, to require attcnNon through x - 1 for  q at 
stage 2s + l' + 1 if 
/ )~( .v  - 1 ) = ! 
and e* is the largest mmlber for which there is a string o 33 T~,;,,~_p .q (0)  
which is incompatible with each T~.w(OL w~ s, such that 
, ,,,+;, ( t . . . .  q) .  
and which is compatible with each tree Tq,.+v .q such that i < e*. 
At stage 2s+p+ 1 we make a string rr of rank k* c f the qth kind liable 
to require attention at a stage greater than 2s+p ÷ l if at end of stage 
L;+p+ 1 we have that k*, k** are liable to require attention through 
some x -  1 for q, 1 -q  respectively at sta~e +p+2,  and 
(k* .q)  > (k** , l - -q ) .  
Assume now t!,.at the extensions o I . o: of  TP~+I (r) as described in 
1(21 do exist except that (iii) fails to gold, Then o 1 or 02 extends a
string T(:'.tlOt where t ~< s and ~"- I is great, ~" than the rank of TPe,s(r ). 
If c* is liable to require attent ion thro,L' ,  x 1 fo rp  at stage 2s+p+l  
we require T(ks(OI to be strc~'ched at stage 2.: +p+ l unless this has al- 
ready been done at some earlier stage for the potential syz.vgy a l ,  02 . 
The new nrmzber emmterated in D at stage s+ t 
Let 
. f (s+l)  =x - t .  
If T*ke ,~,(0) is liable to reqtq~-e., attent ion through x - 1 at stage 2s+p÷ I
for some e* > 0 then Tff,.,(0) requires attent ion at stage 2s+p+ 1 through 
x -1 .  We will try. to ensure at every subsequent stage w > s that we either 
have 
0¢ w P 
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for each t ~< s, andso as to achieve ihis certain strings T{:~t(0) with t <. s 
may become strings prohibited through x. 
At stage 2s+p we may have required some string to tYee ~, prohibRed 
string 7r where we defined extensions of some strin5 through case I1 at 
stage 2s+p one of  which extended rr. Assume that ,-r was prohi.~iteJ at 
stage 2s+p by virtue of  being a string T~J(()~ for some y, t where t ~< t' 
andf ( t '+  1) =y-  1 Then we choose T[~, ;(0) in a similar way to that 
above to be a string for which there is a proper extension u compatible 
with all the trees TP s with i < e* and incompatible with .;ach string 
T~,t(O) such that t ~< t' and 
T)SP(O ) c l-p - -  ~s+p-1  " 
And TeP,:(0) is the string which is required to free 7r at shtge 2s+p+ 1 if 
(and only if) T~,~q (0) is defined and Tff, g0k  ( i )  and o are compatible 
P with zach tree TP.. with i < e. Also we have that each strin-,. Tv.t(O) 
I ,S  1 ~ . 
with  t ~< i' and 
-,,,tT"l-P (0)  c ~ l.~, 
• - -  L~s÷p 1 
is prohibited through y at each stage t* > 2s+p such that we have not 
required T~.t(O) to be freed at a stage t** such that 
t *> t**> 2s+p.  
We define TPe,s+ 1 ('J), ( 1 ) at stage 2s+p+ 1 i f  T~'s+.~ (0) :s defired a,~; ~ is not 
equal to ~P~+l- 
Case (a). 
Assume that T[is(O), (1) are defined and are compatible with every 
tree TI~I with i < e. 
If e requires attention because f(s+ ! ) = x .... ! o: if T~'g0) is required to 
free a string rr where 7r is prohibited by virtue of being a string T~-rP(O) 
for some t ~ s, or if Te.s(0) is required to be stretched because we would 
have defined strings T~ 1 ( r ,  0), ( r ,  I) through case II apart from the 
fact that T~. l (r • 0) or ( r ,  1 ) extends a string T f .g0) for some t ~< s 
then let o D TPe,s(O) be the least string incompatible with each T~',gO) for 
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and 
t ~ ta t'(.t'(t' + 1)=~ ..... 
C~s÷ P , 
I or Y -s )  
where z < 3' ~< x where = is chosen to L,e the least number for which 
there exists such a string and such that o is comp-~tible with each tree 
7"lt'~+ 1 w i th  i < e. 
Define 
" ~ i '2  7~',.~,+i ((,~. (1)  = o, 71,.~(1) 
respectively and in the former case every st i ing T~,t(O) with t <~ s and 
717,7 q (o)  c -,: =. as,¢t/,+q)+.v 
becomes prohibited through x. 
We now inductively make changes in the definitions r~f some of the 
sliing:, 7",<' + l (r), i < <'. Assume that the necessary ch:mges have been 
made on ill trees TsPs+ l , i < i. Let T[>s+i (r) be the least string such that 
either 7"~1 (r) is not compatible wiih some tree Q~.~+l wi th]  < i, or 
( r )  c o 
and 7"[~+ ! (r) is a boundary string for i at stage s + 1. If no such string 
exisls we make no changes. Otherwise we re-define 
r~+l  (r) = o, 
and T~'s+ I ( r ,  rr)is u,:~!efined for each ~r ", O. We say that TPe,s(O)is stret- 
ched to a (= T{~s+ 1 (01). 
Otherwise we define 
T~",.÷t (0). ( I ) = T~els(O), ( 1 ) respectively 
(~se (b). 
If F:'~(O), (1) are not defined and compatible \viLi every tree T~s+l, 
i < e. let o t , o z be the least pair of  incompatible xtensions of  TePs+t (0) 
compatible wilh every tree T[~+- with i < e where if one of  these strings 
extends no string Tet'a(0) with : <~ s we take it to be %.  
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Define 
TPe,s+ 1(0), ( 1 ) = o I , % ..... ectively, 
In either of  cases (a) or (b) if 
define 
T~.¢+! (0), (1) ~ l't?.,,(O), ( l ). 
otherwise merely defining 
Tte',,t (0) = T~',+I,~+ l (0 ) .  
Lemma 5. For  each monbc-r c ~,~ 0 and each p ~< 1 :/'~,'(0~ = lira, I"[',(0), 
is defined. 
Proof. First of  all we show that there is a stage after which 7"~s(0). ( i ) 
do not change other than by being stretched. As inductive hypothesi~ 
we take: 
(i) for all s > some t T~(OL ( 1 'p change value only tt~rough being 
stretched if (i. q) < re. p), 
(ii) Dr, [el = D{e!  where 
t= Tt* + q* + l , 
(iii) for each i < some e' < c, f fs > t then 1"~('~(0), ~ t ) do not challge 
value because of  the definit ion of a new syzygy  fo r / '~ ,  at a stage 
2w+p-  1 > 2s~-p-- 1. 
We inductively verify the validity of the hypothesis l,w every c' < e 
and fi'om this obtain the first part of  the step in the mare induction. 
We may assmne that at no stage s > t* is T,, p k~(O} stretched. To see 
this we look at the three w:~ys in which T~ k~(0) might be stretthcd: 
i. T~_ls(0) may be required te free some prohibited ~tring ~r through 
the definition of  strings on a tree through case II, 
But in order that this should happen the string for which new exten- 
sions are defined retest have rank k where 
(k, 1 -p )  < (e-- I, p ) .  
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And this inca:is ~ha~ some s~ring 1~!, s.u(0) where 
45 
(e*, l--l)) < (e, p )  
changes at a stage s > [* and not through being stretched which con- 
tradicls {i) o f  the inductive iiypothcsis, 
2. ¢ .... I may require attent ion at some stag,' greater than t fo rp .  
We show that this can h,~ppen at most a finite number o f  times. At 
stage r e -  1 can only be liable to require attent ion through a finite num- 
ber o f  mlmbers.v I since "v - 7x.((O) is only de "ined for a finite number  o f  
nunlbers.v with/"  ~ l, ap.d ~ .... 1 can only rcq fire attent ion at most once 
through each of  these mlmbers. Also it is easy to see that if T.~,t,(0) is 
defined for no e' % t thet~ { .... 1 cannot require attent ion through x -1  at 
a stage 2s+p+ 1 .'-- t. Since u I is not liable to require attentim: through 
.v 1 at stage t and since 
t) e [('l "-" n~ ,1 
we must define ey tensions at some stage >t  of  some string T~s(r) of  
rank e' which renders ¢ ..... t liable to require attention. This is because 
il" e -.-t becomes liable to require a~tention through x - t through some 
c' requiring attent ion at a stage t' > t through a number  v ' -  1 then we 
have .v < x',  since if a string of  rank c' is stretched to be incompatible 
wittl ,~ach string onto  which the x 'th t,ee o f  the r th kind maps Oat  
s~age: 2u+r+ 1 < t' = 2s'+r+ t where 
--' x',t~ 1 
then it will be stretched to be incompati ') le with all such strings of  
geater  rank. And x > x'  since otherwise by the construct ion there can 
have been no .qring o f  rank >e'  6f  the rth kind incompatible with each 
Tx.u(0) defined before stage t' with 
(Xs'+r .... .X'3 
avd compatible with all the ith trees at stage t' with i < e'. 
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So at some stage t' > t we base a syzygy  on a string T/~,.~ 1 (r) o f  rank 
e' of the qth kind at stage s+ 1 which renders e *- 1 liable to require atten- 
tion at some stage greater than t. There are two possibilities: 
(a) (e', q) > (e - 1, p). 
But this cannot happen since 
Dt , [e ]  = D[el 
and because T~ 1 ( r ,  0), ( r ,  1) are defined through case 11 and must 
satisfy condit ion (2) (iii) of  the construction at stage t'. 
(b) As for case 1. above we cannot have 
(e', q) < (e -  l ,p )  
because of (i) of  ~he inductive hypothesis. 
3. We may require T~!_.l.gO) to be stretched at a stage _.., ~ "+I:+ 1 ~ t. 
This means that th,:re are potential extensions o I • 02 of a string 
TVe, s(r) which satisfy all the requirements of  case l! at stage 2s+p+ I ex- 
cept for (iii) where T~!s(r) is of  rank ~< ~ ..... I of the pth kind at stage 
s+ 1. Then the assumption implies that if e* is liable to require attention 
through x -1  for 1 -p  at stage 2s+p+l where T~_ LgO)is required to be 
stretched becaus,: one of the potential extensions Ol or a 2 extends a
string T.~,w(O) w~*h w ~< s then x > e and 
(e*, I - F )< (e - l ,p )  
and e -1 is liable to require attention throueh, x - 1 for p at staec~ 2s%- + l 
(e*. I -p} < (e - l ,p )  
since no alterations are made to trees of  the ( 1 _._p)th kil~d at stage 
~+p+ t and so if by taking 
%, 02 = T~',+1~,r ~ 0), ( r .  I) 
respectively we would have made a string ~ of rank k* of the qth kind 
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liable to require attent ion at son~+e stage greater than 2s ip+ 1 then we 
have 
(e - l ,  p) > (k*, ql > (e*, 1 ---p) . 
We show that lhere cal~ onl3 ;+e finitely many such tlutllbers +v, or more 
specifically, if e*, e - I are liable to require att -nt ion for t --p, p respec- 
lively th roughx  I at stage 2s+p+l  > t where 
(e*, l--p) < (e-+l,p} 
then e*, c + 1 are liable to require attention, for 1 -i~, p respectively 
through x I at stage t. I'his is because it" the former holds then e +1 is 
liable to require attent ion through x 1 ut <tage 2s ip+ 1 and front part 
2. we know that in thir case ~' 1 must have been liable to require atten + 
tion throughx  I at stage t. 
Lastly we notice that T[.' 1..+(0) can only be stretched by being re + 
quired to be s:retched at a finite numl~cr of  stages through a given t'mn> 
bcr x .  I, for if T,{' Ls(O) is stretched throt~gh t'eing required to be stret- 
ched at a stage 2s+p+ 1 > t through .v ---1 then e -  1 is not liable to re- 
quire attent ion fo rp  through x ++ 1 at stage 2s+p+3 s incex > e, and in 
fact is nor liable to requ!,e attent ion fo rp  through x - I at a stage 
> 2s+p+3 by a ,,tmilar argument o that in which we litnited the relevant 
m+mbersx -1 to a finite set. 
So 1,, ~.s(O) ts stretched at no stage 2s+p+ 1 > t and hence by the in- 
duct ire hy po', nesis T[,' (0) exists where 
and 
T[+(O) := lime l',('+(O) = lime. 7 `+" is(O) 
• ~,+ • . C+ 
= 
We may assume that for all i < e either there is a string r i ~'or which 
TP, r i) = TePt0) l ,$' 
for atl s'-.- t* or else T~e'.s(O) l i eson  T,~ s +br nos  > t*. If T~.s(O),n (1 ) are to 
change at a stage 2s+p+ 1 > t other  then through being stretched we must 
at stage Z~+p+ 1 have T~++ i (r  i • 0). (r  i • i ) ~- T~s(ri • 0). (r i .  1 ) respectively 
t~,* ~.,tuc [ ( C. 
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We take as the hypothesis for a sub-induction: 
There is a ~tage 2t ( i )+p+l  > t such that for each j < i wither t\~r each 
s > [(i) T.P.l,s(rl * 0), (rJ • 1) split TF~(rJ) for j at sta~e, s+ 1 or r~s(, d • 01, 
(14 • 1) split for ]  at no stage s~ I > ti lt; and also lbr each ~ < i, each 
lr D ~, if for some s > t(i) and every Tt' ,q  with q 4~ I and n" ,q  c ~r we 
have that TPs(rJ ,W ,q) ,  (rJ , r '  • l - -q) split T].'s(ri) l\~rj at stage s+ 1 and 
are not  boundary strings for a tree T~.s with k < j then T~,, (rJ • ,'r) 
changes at no stage 2w+p+ 1 > 2s+p+ 1 except as a result of  being 
stretched. 
There are two possibilities for the number i: 
(a) at no stage ~+p+ 1 > 2t( i )+p+ 1 do we define strings 7"P . (ri ,. G), 
(rJ • 1) which split ]tqs(ri) for i at stage s+ 1. In this case the next stage 
of  the induction tbtlows immedk~tely, 
(b) at a stage 2s+p+ 1 > 2t( i )+p+ I the strings T~'s+ t (r ~ ,0) .  ( r ,  1 t are 
defined and split for i at stage s+ I, 
I f  o l ,  cr2 are respective xtensions of T,'.~+~ (r; • 0), ;r i • 1 ) then o t , o 2 
split for i at each stage w+ I ) s+ 1. This means that i: there is a stage 
w+ 1 > s+ 1 such that T~,,.+l (r  i * 0), ( r  i * 1 ) do not split for i a, stage w + I 
then at sore_ ~ stage 2u+p+ 1 > 2s+p+ I we must have 
(7"~.~,+1 fr i • 0). (r i • 11) ¢ ( r[~t, (r i , 0), (r i • 1 )1 
other than as a result of a member of  the latter ~tvzygv being stretched 
at a stage 2u+p+ 1. That is we must define string~ r.;v, +1 (Tr, 01, (,'r, 1) 
through case II at stage 2,1+/?+ 1where i < i and ir[~,(,-r) is a boundary 
string for some tcee T~-',u with k ~< / and where 
c r1',,< 
for some q ~ t ( If  Tf.~,(rr.} is not such a boundary string then we would 
define strings T,~ (rt) is ~* boundary string for some tree T~:u with k <~ /
and where 
T,P,,Or) C T~u(ri ,q )  
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for some q ~< 1 ( I f  Tj~, (Tr) is not suct- a boundary string then we would 
define strin~.s T? + (~-:. 01, (rr' • 1 ) through case II where ~r' c r r  and by Lu t 
the construct ion this woutd preclude such a definit ion for T~' +, (Tr, 0), ],u 1 
(~r, l) at stage 2u+p+ 11. 
Since u > g* we have 
and so 
T[~, (r i ) = Tf (r i) 
r i , ,(r i  ) c Tf, u(rr)" 
and since u > t(i) we cannot have z = r i by the inductive hypothesis --
which means that 
7T.(r;> c ~I'~,(~+> c 7L( , - ,q )  
for some q -< 1. 
Choose v > s to be the least number  for which we have that 
Tf~ ,~ (~) is a boundary siTin~ for a tree T~.,,+l with k ~< .1 and for whici, 
we have that 
Le~ 
7~'+~(;+>c 7w ,~c  1"~',+ (r+.q> • , ] . ; ,+ |  ~ , , ,  I , , . • 
TF,.+I (~) : T~t.,,,+~ (rr*). 
There are now three pos.qble ways in which tile first part of  the next step 
of ~he sub-inducl ion can t2fil with tU+ 1 ) = s: 
~) either 
, =-  t .P ' ,  * 
and T~. r(rr*) alters through stretching at stage 2v+p+l ,  or 
Te~.,.(r~.o) c_ Tf. ,,(rr*) 
and Tt! Cri ,q )  alters Ihrough stretd~ine at staee 2:,+p+ 1, 
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(ii) T~,v+ 1 (rt*) is defined at stage 2v+p+ 1 through case II of  the cons- 
truction, 
(iii) /'~:,(rr* • 0), (rr* • 1 ) split for k at stage v but /'~'.,.,l (Tr* • OL ~*  * 1) 
do not split for k at stage v+ 1. 
If tile first part of  (i) occurs then 
Tf.v+ 1 (rt*) = TPv+ 1 (r i) 
if the latter is to be defined. 
For the second part we notice that if 
TPv+l(r i ,q)  ?3 7~.,,+1 (,r *) 
then by the nature of tile stretching operation ?',{.,,+l (rt*) cannot be a 
boundary string for/'~,r+t • 
If (ii) holds then there is arr' c ~* such tl~at 
Tf.~,(rr') c T~_'x+ l (~*~ c T~',.q ( r ' ,  q~ 
and such that T~'.vU¢') is a boundary string for a tree T~.., +l with 
k' <~ k <~ i .  
Arguir)g as above we must also have 
"~,,tr ) c Tk.~.(W) 
which contradicts the choice of  v. 
Finally (iii) cannot occur since by the second part of  tile hypothesis 
of  the sub-induction it wouM mean that there is a ,'r', q' whcrt  q' -¢.< 1 
such that 
• "i& C rr' ,q '  C ~**r  
for some :~ ~< 1 and such that TkP. r(W* q'), (rr ' ,  1 o-q') de not split for k 
at stage v. And this would imply by defmit io I of case |I of  the construe- 
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tion tha + we have a string 
l"~!),(r~ ,o) ¢ t"~',,(:r*) 
with o ~ 0 which is a boundary string for some tree Ti'v with 
Shlce 
a~d 
k '<k<~] .  
rL , ( r  .c~) ~ T£,,,(r~) = 7"~',,(r~) 
!'~',,Ur*) c l~,(r~ ,q)  
this contradicts the definition of  v again. 
The second half of  the (t + t )th step of th,~ sub-induction proceeds 
exactly as does the proof  of  the first hald when case (b) applies. The 
only diff iculty is that we must deal with the relevant splitting pairs 
T~s+1 (Tr,O), (rr, I ) on T~s+l above T,P.~.+I (7"i) by induction on the length 
of  ~ where the base of  the induction is given by the first part o f  the sub- 
induction. 
It fol lows that t(c) exists. 
Let i < c be the greatest number for which T~t(e)+ l (r i • 0), (7 "i * ! ) are 
defined aad split for i at stage t(e)+ I. Then from the proof  of  the sub- 
induction for each w > t(e) we have 
T[',,. (r i • 0). (r i • 1 ) ~ T[~,;,+l (r i , 0). (r i • l ) 
respectively and if i < / < e and TF;,,+I ( r /•  0), (W • 1 ) are defined then 
T/',, +- (r/ .O). (r / .  1)= T~'w+t ( r t .  0). ( r ; .  1) 
respectively. 
So at each stage 2w+p+ 1 > 2t(e)+p+ 1 we have 
T~',.. 1 (0), ( ! l ~ T,,!'.w>,, (0). ( 1 ) 
respectively where we only fail to have equality when TPe,w+l (0), (1) have 
been stretched for some reason. 
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As in the proof  of  the first part o f  the sub-induction we never have a 
boundary string rr for a tree Tfa,+l with i < e where 
" l 
7~w+1 (0) C ~r C Tie, w+ 110) 
or  
(0) c 7r c rg. ,+t ( l )  
and hence 
respective!y for eacit w > t(e) and T~w (0), ( 1 ) only change value at a ' 
stage 2w+p+ 1 through being stretched. 
It follows easily from the lemma that lira,, 7]('~ exists for all c and ,or 
each p ~< 1. 
Fro~a the proof  of  lemma 5 we have that lira s T,('.s(O) exists for each 
e, p. If there is a stage t such that 
for no s > t then h~, construction if
(T[s+l (r • 0), (r • !)) e (1~, (r • 0). (r • 1)) 
for some s > t other than throuN1 a member of  the ,~vzyg), being stret- 
ched we have that TPw(z,O), ( r ,  1) are defined for no w > s. And since 
we only ,;tretch strings T[js(O) such fl~at 
at stage 2s+p+ l, we cannot stretch T~':(r,O). ( r ,  1) at a stage s > r. If 
Tpe.s(rl co_ ~Ps 
for each s > a stage t we notice that if r has length K then neither o f  
T~s(r,O~. or ( r ,  1) have rank ~eater  th.m e+K+ i at any stage s ~ O. 
Hence limsT~s(r •0), ( r ,  1 ) exist since ~im sT P÷h. +ks(0) exists. 
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Lemma 6. D is recursive i~i the recursive loin 02",4 0 and ,4 I. 
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Proof. Since tim~ r~'~(O) exists for each e > 0 and each p = 0 or 1 we 
have that if 
A °. A t = limsc~O, liras aP 
respectivel7 then A ° , A 1 are well defined sets c f  degree less than or 
equal to 0 ,  
We show that whenever s(e) is a :,mmber for Milch ~e+~s(e)(0) and 
! ) . . . .  Te+l_,.(,.~(( ) arc respective bct~innings o fA  ° and A 1 it happens that 
l)s(c¢c) = D(e) .  
The lemmc follows from the fact that tl~e whole construction proceeds 
unil\)rmly rccm-sively and from tl~e fact flint there always exists such a 
number sic), 
Assume that there arc numbers and e such that 
e '~D 
but for whici~ 
t )~(c )  = 1 
and T~'q,AO) is a beginning of,.tP for each number p ~< 1. 
Let 
S* = taS(¢' C Ds+ 1 ) 
so that s -~, s* and either some number e(0) requires attent ion through 
e at step 2s* + ! or some number e( 1 ) requires attent ion through e at 
step 2s*+2. We need only verify that some nmnber e* > 0 is liable to 
require attention through e for 0 or 1 at stage 2s*+ 1 or stage 2s*+2 
respectively, which is easy since at worst we can take 
e(p) = 0 
for each p = 0 or 1. 
To prove Ibis for each p ~ 1 take as inductive hypot!lesis: 
T~'w(O) is defined and if T~,w(0) = rr 
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then for some string o we ha,~e that 7r, a is incompatible with each 
7~+l,u(O) with u ~< w. 
The base o f  the induction is given by w = 1 since T~. 1 (0), ( I ) :~re de- 
fined for each p < 1 but T~.,~ (0) is defined tk~r no nunlbers y ,  u, p where 
y> O, 0<I ;< I and O~tt~ 1, 
Assaming that the induction fails let the hypothesis hoM i\~.r w = W 
but not for w = W + 1, and let 
T~j¢ (0) = II 
P and let H ,Z  be incompatible with each T*c+l..,(O) with u < t~'. So 
II • 22 .C T~I,w+I (O) 
or  
T~w+I (0) ~ 1-I. 
If 
I I ,  X c T~'+Lw+ 1 (O) 
then they hypothesis holds lbr w = W + 1 for 
r r ,  o = T,V,j.~,,+l (1 ) .  
We cannot have 
H • 2 = T~+I w+l (0) 
unless the hypothesis hold for w = It.' + I with more than one string a 
(say S and Z*) since by the construction of T~+Lw+ ~(0). (1) we would 
not have a ,t < W + 1 for which 
T~+l~,(O) C T,P.+I.~e+ ~ ( I ) 
unless 
7~('t, , (O) C Y$'.t,w+ l t,O), 
So it" 
I1 • ~ = T~.'+, , ,+ l (0 )  
tile hypothesis would tk3llow for w = IV + 1 wifll 
If  
T~,.,+ l (0) q: H 
then since 
"f:'1.,' = l'~'1.h'+l = I 
Ibr each p ~ I it must happen that i'{;.w (0) is stretched to T~.w+ ! (0) at 
stagc 2W+p+ 1. If 
7"{i,a,~, , ~0~, C II ~. ~"" 
then the inductive step fellows using 
7r ,o=l I ,~  
again~ If 
T{{,., d (0) 7 II ~- Z 
then we may take fo :  w = W + 1 
= T{~.,.+~ (0 ) .  o = 7r • q 
tbr some q ~< 1 such fllat a~'v+l is incompatible with rr,  q. 
By the construction ~f T~.w+ I (0) is incompatible with 17 • ~ then since 
H • V satisfies the hypo0~e:;is for w= W we must have that T~.w+ l (0 ) ,q  
satisfies the hypothesis tbr w = W + 1 for some q < J. 
So e(n)  requires attention at step 2s*+p+ 1 for some p <~ i which 
means that 
|br some q ~ |. 
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Let t* > s* be the least number such that 
T~e+,,~(O) c_ ~,+I  
for each q ~< 1 and each w > t*, 
Inspection of the construction gives us that at each stage ~eater  than 
2s*+p+ 1 for each u < s*+ i if 
q' 
for some q ~< 1 then T~c÷la, (0) is a string prohibited q~rough e + t for 
some q' ~< 1, and so at each stage 2w+p+ 1 > 2t*+p+ 1 there is a string 
o prohibited through e + 1 such that 
oC 0 1 - -  O~w+ ! o r  O ~ Ozw+ t . 
By the construction ~f there is a string o prohibited lhrough c + 1 for q 
at the end of stage 2t*+q+ I where 
but 
then this ca, m ~t occur through a string T~q,.a, (r) being stretched where 
and 
Tq.~,(r) - c~f. 
o c T q.t.+l (r) c_ ~*+l • 
This is because asin tile pro~f of tile above of tile above induction we 
can show that there is an extension of T,.q,.¢, (r) compatible with each 
tree T~t,+l with i < e* but incompatible with each cpring T qq,,(O) such 
that 
T,~.'+~, (0) ~ T,~°... (r) 
and u < s*+ 1. By the choice of t* there is no string TJ+t.),(O) with 
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r < s* + 1 and 
and so by the definition of  the stretching operation 
o q 7+]+.,++t . 
This nteans that we require a string to tree o at stage 2t*+q+2.  And 
each string T.!giva (0) witl:, el ~< s* and 
.7"+q+t..,(O+ c a+]+.+ I 
becomes prohibited for I -q at stage 2+'* +q+ 2. 
We construct a function E (2w+r+ 1"+ where r ~< 1 which wc take to 
bc ~.mdefincd for 
2w+r+l  ~ 2+'*+q+l,  
and take as inducfixe hypothesis: 
At stage 2w+r+ 1 > 2t* +q+ 1 we de+fine string:, T(.:~..+t (r .O), ( r ,  1) 
through case I! of  the construction -esulting in a requirement for a 
string to free a string prohibited through e+ 1 at stage 2w+r+2 where 
T(.:,,,+I has rank E(2w+r+ I ) and 
tg~2w+r+ 1) , r )< (E(2w+r) ,  1 ..... r) 
if E(2w + r) is defined. 
We examine stage 2W+R+ 1 assuming the result for each stage 
2w+r+ 1 with 
2W+R+I> 2w+r+;  > 2t*+q+l  . 
At stage 2W+R+ I a string of  rank k is requireu to free a string o prohi- 
+R S* bited throt+gh e+ 1 and all strings 7e+l, u(0) with u ~< and 
FI-+R 1-.~ + O+W. R 
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are prohibited fo rR  at stage 21¢+R+ 1 by virtue of  the fact that exten- 
sions of  some string o f  rank k' were defined at stage 2W+R through 
case II where 
tk', 1 -R )  < (k, R ) .  
We can only fail to free a if we define strings 7~w+l ( r ,0L  ( r ,  1 
through case II for some e' > 0 one of  which extends a siring u' ~rogi- 
bited through e+ 1. But in this case we require a string to tree o' at stage 
2W+R + 2, and since such a string cannot have rank greater than k', and 
by the condit ions laid down for case II of the construction we nmst have 
that 
R , (k', l -R )> (rank T~,:u+l(r),R~. 
I fE (2W+R)  is defined so that 
k' --- E(2IV + R) 
we obtain the result by defining 
E (2W+R + t) = rank T~w+ ~ {r), 
But from this we see that we have obtained an infinite descending se- 
quence of numbers and so there is no such t* and the lemma follous. 
Lemma 7. A o and .4 1 ,,re o f  m&imal degree, 
Proof. We show for each p ~< 1 and each e > 0 that if +.(.-tP ~ is total 
then either qSe(AP ) is rccursive or ,4P is recursive in tbc(.l ). It will lk~t- 
low that the degrees of  A ° and A l are minimal by lemma ~'~ and from 
the fact th:~t O' is neither rccursive nor minimal. 
We say that ~.rees T ~:nd T' are mtttualh" coml?atibh, if Y~ (~) and T'(0) 
are compatible and (considering a tree as an array oi strings) we have 
that 
{O'10 E T 3rid o" D 7"*(.0)} 
is compatible with 
{olo ~ T and o 2 ?'~0)} 
and vice-versa. We write 7" ~ T'. 
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We describe a unil\wmly rccursive se~ of  trees 
{,!,~'~ le, s ~ 0, 1 > p 1> O} 
who.,e members have the following properties: 
( ! ) o (ff q,['., • q'~'..,,-i "" :r is an end s:ring for q*,('.s and there is a svring 
o' such that o ~ o' and 
~2) q,g~,,, c %% 
for each e, s, p, 
(3  } q ,v  -,- ~ ,' 
flw each c, s ,p  and no string o ou q~'~ is a boundary string for a tree 
Q's with i ~< e unless o is an end string for q!~.s, 
(4'J eitl~er qf.~' is a splittine tree for c at stages 0 or there are only 
finitely many pairs o f  strings o~, o2 such that for some s ~ 0 
o 1 , o 2 ~ "4',,','~ 
and o I . o:  split for c at stage s. 
{5} for each e. l ,  we have that 
'.I,~' = lira s q,v 
exists and contains infinitely many begimlings of  AP. 
Assume that q'~'~ has been defined for each e < e*+ 1 and each s > 0 
lbr some given p -~ 1 (We take ~ l , s  = 1 for each s .>- 0 and each p ~ 1 ). 
If for every 
,'re q'~". ,n {AVInl in > 0} 
there is a pair 
Y'e *+x (r • OL ( r ,  1 ) E ~,q. 
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which split rr for e*+ 1 define s(e*+ 1 ) to be the least number for which 
there is a string 
TP.+l,s~:+D(r) = T:.÷I {r) ~ q,:, :~ q'~*:w'+l~ 
and take ~r(e*+ 1) to be the least such string T:', l,~w,+nfr) which is a 
beginnitag ofAP.  There must be such a string as long as we can prove 
(5) for g'~'~, and since by the construct ion every beg.inning of  AP is com- 
patible with Tet',+l and since by assumption there is a string 
Tg.+l (r) ~ q:eP, . 
Then qteP,+l,s i  defined to be empty i fs  < s(e* + I ) and otherwise is the 
set of strings 
{TPe,+l.s(r) E ~P/.',.,.i for each T~'+l,s(r', q) 
TP  t --' '~ - '  with q ~ 1 and rr C , ;~,+l.s~-~ • q) c TeP,+l,Ar) we have that Te,+l:(, ,q), 
( r ' ,  1 -q )  split for e*+ 1} arranged in a tree-like array. 
Otherwise choose a 
7rE  qteP. (3 , / , tP [ J t ]  I~',' ~ O} 
such that no pair 
~'*+l ( r ,  0). ( r ,  1 ) e q,[" 
split rr for e*+l .  
l)efinc s (c*+l}  to be the least number for which there is a 
"" r = Tt ' ,+ q,:" :'~ ,.~,P / ~'*+ l,~'(e*+l*( ) e 1( r ' )~  c ~ c**{e*+l )
with 
TeP,+I ( 'r)  D ,-r 
if such a number exists and take ~r(c ~ + I ~ to be lhe least such string 
TeP,+I (r)  C ...IV . 
Ant '  "" " * " it ste + t) is stnl not determined take it to be s ( : * )and  take 
~r(e*+ 1) = ft. 
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In both of ~:he latter cases x~'+lz is nowhere defined for s < s(e*+l )
and is 
otherwise witk the tree ordering iaduced by q',!?*.s. 
We now veril3' the facts (1)- (5)  for 
{'I'eP.+l.~ t s ~ O} 
using these l%cts for each set 
with e < e* and also using any relevant details arising from the induc- 
tive definitions. 
From the unil\mn recursiveness of the ~,,pproximating trees and from 
( i ) it wilt follow that each ~ is 'almosl' partial recursive so that by a 
modified Spector-type argument the lemma will follows from (4) and 
(5). 
We distinguish three cases in the defieition of {',PeP,+L,,}s~0 and treat 
each in turn. 
Case 1. Say 
• ,PP,+la(r) = Tff,+la(r') ~. I t l~P*+ls+ 1 . 
From the definition of xlrt, for e ~4 e*+ 1 we see that if TPe.s(O) is a boun- g,$ 
dary s~ring for T,(', and 
tk)r some string E c ~eP.s then 
or  
T ,~s(o)  c ,'r(e) . 
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In the former case T~s(a ) is an end string for ~P  bv (3~ and so 
• C,$ . . . .  
and in the latter case T~s(O ) is a boundary string for T,~s, ~ by the choice 
of  7r(e). This means that T!',+l.s+~ [r'~ is defined and 
since TeP,+1~(r') can only change through being stretched. And since 
only boundary strings are stretched we ha'~'e that T~,+L~(r'~ is a boun- 
dary string for some tree T~'s with e < e* + 1 and so by (3) and file de- 
p finition of  qr~,+l ~we have that T~,÷x.~(r ) is an end string for ~I, cz'~ I,s. 
Since ]~.+Z,s(r') is a member  of  a splitting sy :ygv  t\~r e*+ 1 at stage s, 
TeP,+l,s,l ('r') is a member  o f  sy.zygY splitting l\)r e*+ l a ~, stage s + 1, 
Finally 
l ( r ' )  ,-V 
since otherwise let e < e*+ 1 be the least number for which 
TeP,+I..~+! (r ')  ~ q"[~.,-+l . 
Say there is a string Vl w'ach is a boundary string for T~s÷l where 
I1 c TP,+L~÷ 1 ( r ' ) .  
Then by definition of  the strePhing operation we must have 
1! c T['~+ 1.~ ('r' :~ v = t,..,LAr ) 
which contradicts (3", bv definition of ~Pv,,Ls. P . ',Ire.s+ ~ will be defined 
through case ( 1 ) since otherwise eve~: end string for q,;.s÷~ is an end 
string for ~eP_Ls+l. So TeP.+L~+ I (r') ties on T~,.+ l and there is an end 
string I-I for a tree ~I'eP,,s+l with e' < e such that 
I!  c TPe,+la+ l (r ')  
which contradicts the way ip, which we choose e. 
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This proves ( 1 ) for e* + 1. 
We obtain '.IseP,÷ls c q'ff*,s directly from the ccnstruction. 
To see that 
q'/"*+t a
for each s we first note that ever}' stnqg on ~*+la  also lies on TP,+~,s 
and so ~eP,+l.~ is compatible with T~?,+I a and TeP,+ls(13) and ~PeP,+l.,(0) 
are compatible by the construction. 
Assume that 
{oio C 7~.~,+I..~ and o ~ qt~'*+t.s(O)} 
is nol compatible with q'$'+l.,~' 
Then for some T I l l .  s with 
we have that TPe,+ls(r) neither lies on "4,if,+{ a nor extends an end string 
ibr q,~k+l s- 
So for some 
~[:'+1 (rr't = T~P,,+Is(r') 
we have that 
~5+Is(0)  c TP.+~s(r) c ~t'P,.q..,(r) 
which by t!~e definition of  qJ[J*+l.s implies that 
Let e be the least number such that 
T~g,÷l.s(r) ~ CaPe. s . 
Since 
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so that 
we must have q,P defined by means of case l and so by the definition 
of ~Ps and the fact that 
we have that TeP.+l,s(r) lies on F~s. Say 
TeP,~l,s(r) = T~(rr ' )  
where 
x~I/Ps(O) C TP !~"~ C P ' , " e,s~" , ~e ,s (  ~T ) 
some ~r'. Then by the definition of  ~Ps 
since 
~.+,~(r) ~ ,I,~.~ 
for each e' < e, which is a contradiction. 
Now let 
~eP,+la(r) c R'eP,+t,s(r'), 
some r ,  be a boundary string for a tree T~'g with c ~< e*+ I, and choose 
e to be the least such number. Since 
¢ 
for ea :h e' "< e*+ I, qrff.+l.s(r) i." an end string for no tree ~u~, s with 
e' ~< e*+l .  Ey the definition of a case 1 constructior~ I,~s cannot be 
defined as a si ntting tree for e. But neither of  the other cases can hold 
since ~eP,+t,s(r) being a bound~,ry string for T~s would contradict the 
choice of  s(e) ~ad ~r(e). 
By the definit ion of  tP~,+t, a we have that tlp~.+l.~ is a splitting tree for 
e*+ 1 at each stage s > O. 
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From tile proof  of ( 1 ) we set" fl,at if , ~'' xt , .+is(r)  is defined and is not 
;an end string tbr tI,~'.+la then 
q,p..l.,(r) ,n 
= q e* '+ l ,w  ( i t )  
t\~r each w > s, and if qtel'.+ta(r) is an e~d string for q:[,~*+l,w then for 
some o we have that R)r each w > s 
*g.+l . ,  (r) = (,,} 
where TP.+I.u.(o) is defined and changes only by virtue of  being stretched. 
Since lira s ~(~1.s(o) exists so d.3es lira s ,'~ q ;, ,+t,s(r)  • 
B ,  definition 
a(e* + 1) : q'['*+l (0~ 
i:; a beginning of  AP. Let t' ~ . xP;,.+l ,r) be some beginning ofAP where 
qs~k+l (r) = TeP.+I (o) .  
Since case 1 applies there is a pair 
l e + l l ,  U . ~t . 
which split 7"~7.÷1 (o) for e*+ 1. By the second part of  (3) we deduce 
that T,*.'.+I (o • 0), (o • 1) split T.:~'+I (o) for e*+l ,  and since 
r~.+ 1(o) c AP 
T[,'.+l (o • q) is a beginning of  Ap for some q ~< 1. So as in the proof  of  
the first part o f (3 )  and by (5) for each t::ee TeP with e < e*+l  we have 
that 
/',,P*+l (o • q) ~ ,I,g 
for each e < e*+ 1, This means :hat 7~,+t (a) is a boundary strivg for no 
tree TeP wif l le  ~< e*+l .  
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We show that TPe.+l(a * 1 -q )  lies on each tree ".P~ with e < e*+ t. 
Assume that e is the least number for which 
TeP.+ I (a • 1 -q )  ~ ~I, eP, 
so that q%P is defined by case 1 and 
T~.+l (a) = T~ (p) 
for some p. 
Since TeP.+I (o ,  0), (o • 1 ) split for e*+ 1 and since T,.P.+I (a) is not a 
boundary string t ) r  TeP but TeV(p ) is a member of  a pair which splits for 
e by defi,fition oi  ~e p we have that 
TeP.+I (o • l -q )  c TeP - 
Otherwise we wor ld  llave that for some string ,r "l.(~(p. ~) is a boundary 
string for TeP 
and 
TeP.+I(O) C T ff(p ~lr) c T~:.+t(o, i ----q) 
which would contradict coradition (i) of  case 11 of  the main construct ion 
From this we get 
Tff..q (o • ! -q )  E ,,I,P 
a cont,-adictioL So the definit ion of  q,~e~ 1 implies that 
T~;,+ (o • 0), (a • I ) ~ q'/?'+i 
and ~o there are begimfings o fAP  ol • rbiVarily long length or. ~i, te',l. 
Cases 2 and 3. 
The only re~l differe nce between these cases lies in the definit ion of  
zr(e* + l ), whic.) wiii appear in the proof  of  (5). 
If 
o q'g*÷l: - 'Vg*+l, t 
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then by tile definit ion of  ~i,t, we have that 
o e "-I,g, • - ~ ' [ ' ,e~ 
and so by . . . .  the inductive hypothesis {J is an end strin-e l;or .,m~>i,,.~ and for 
some p we have that 
,1,[,',>, (p} > o .  
By the definition of ~eP~t,~.~ 1 
%{'..,-,1 (P} ~ '#:~,4 ..,-+l 
since 
By definition we have 
• ,Ix['~+t.., " C /l,v, . C ,$ ' 
By the choice of  u(e*+l) there is no pair 
7"['+1,.~+~ ( r  • 0),  ( r  • 1 ) e ,I,~',.,~+ 1 
above u(c* + 1 t whicix is defined through case II. So tor each string r and 
each number s such that T,{~+I.,+i ( r ,  0). ( r ,  1 ) are defined anti compat- 
ible with lr(c*+ 1 ) and are beginnings of  strings on xPcP, a+ ! there is a 
string rr and a number e < e* + 1 l\-~r which T$'.s+l (rr), (.>," • 0), ( r t ,  1 } are 
defined and equal to 7 e*+L~+l (r). (r • 0), (r • 1 ) respectively. So the tree 
T consisting of  those strings o such that 
and e is compatible wfih rr{e* + I ) and o is a beginning of  a string on 
g'~-,l.~ is muiual ly compatible with T~,v Also 
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by the inductive hypothesis and 
by definitior~ of q~P*÷t,s- Hence 
D ~?*+l,s-" T 
which implies that 
TeP,+l ,s  ~ xI/P~ . e "vl,s 
Since 
implies that 
the first part of (3) follows for e*+ 1. 
Since 
,I,g,÷l,, c ,Vg,,,, 
and there are no boundcry strings for trees T~?s with e ~< e* ov qt~,~ 
other than end strings, ana since there are no boundary strings for 
TeP,+l,s on ~t'eP, ~since case 2 or 3 applJe.~, the second part of (3) follows. 
We show thai the second part of  (4) holds for ~÷1 and treat cases 
2 and 3 separately. 
Assume that q~'+t.~ is defined through case 2 at each stage s ~ 0 but 
that there are infinitely many pairs 
which split for e* + 1. 
We know that q t~ 1 (0) is a beginning of AP and lies on TeP,+I and that 
no siring o11 qx,t;,',,, l ~hich is not an end striv~g for q%P*+t can be a boun- 
dary string for a tree Te ~ with e ~ e*+ l. Also we know that there is no 
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pair 
T~,,+ l (r • 0).  tr • t ) ~ q'~k+~ 
which split for c*+ 1. 
S( there are infinitely many pairs o t , d 2 st, ch that at some sta~ : s )  0 
we have: 
(a) o I , 02 E q*e'+t.s" 
(b) o 1 . 0 2 split xFP.+l,s(O) for e*+ 1 , ,: stage s where 
.... a ' ;  . 
(c) T~;..L.;~r) is defined and 
I," '+I.,(r) = q';{k+t,s(0) = )re, , "  'p ~ ~r) 
(d) ifrr C o 1 or <)2 and rr is a bound:~ 
.,, ,'~ v*+ I then 
~r c T$', +~.~ . 
tring for a tree T,{),s for some 
Sin~e we have (3) for each e ~< e*+l  , ~) gives that a t and 0 2 are com- 
patible with each tree T~'s with e ~< e* 4 1. 
Looking :~t case II of  the main construct ion we see tha~ either: 
[ I ] there are infinitely many beginnings of  AP which are beginnings 
of  string rr proifibited at a stage s > 0 where we are unable to free 7r at 
stage s+ t other than by stretchii~g a string of  rank k* of  the (1 _p)th 
kind where 
(k* .  I --p) < (rank T.P..,I s,  p )  
(since by lemma b no beginning of  AP is prohibited at infinitely many 
stages), or 
[2] at stage Z~+p+ I we have 
~T,+t~(r )  = Tg.+, ( r )  
:_~)!d there are s t r in~ a i -rod 02 ot,. q*eP.+i,s which we wou!d define to be 
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TeP*+I~-I 0" * 0), (r * 1) respectively if it were ~..ot for the tact that condi- 
tion (iii) for case II does not hold for a I , 0 2 , where we can choo:,e 
(a l ,  a 2) and s to be as large as we like. 
To see that [ 1 ] does not  apply we notice that for each x there can 
only be finitely many prohibited strings T~:t(0) and that since 
TeP = lira s Tv s 
exists for each e there are only finitely many strings 
T Sp(0) ¢ T ,TP (0) 
at sonle stage s t> 0 with 
(e - 1, l -p )  < (rank: TPe.+l,s(r), p ) .  
So eventually we ~nust be able to choose our splitting pair o 1 , 0 2 such 
that if 
T~.t(O ) c__ o, or T~'.,(O) c_ o2 
where T~,t(O)  is prohibited then T~,t(O) can be freed by stretching a
string Te l . J (O)  where 
(e -  1, 1 -p )< (e', 1 -p ) .  
Again the fact that there are only finitely many strings 
• , T l . - tp(O) c_ T~!-~p(o). , 
at some stage s ~ 0 with 
(e - 1, I - p) < (rank TeP,+Ia(r), p) 
imFlies that we can only make strinD of rank e with 
(e, 1 -p )  < (rank ~.+l.s(r). p~ 
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liable to require attention through a finite set of numbers. Let X-- 1 be 
the largest such number. If we take t* to be a stage such that 
= T (O) 
for each q < 1 each s > t* then [2] cannot occur at a stage 2s+p+ 1 > 
2t*+p+tl since in this case a string of rank less tha.n X of the pth kind 
would be required to be strecthed at stage 2s+p+ 1. 
If the second part of (4) does not hold for q~P*+l, then ff'eP.+~ is not 
defined through case 3. If there is no string TP,+I (r) such that 
1 (r )  e ,Pg, 
then since A lies on gg~k and by the construction either A lies on TeP.+I 
or some beginning of A is an end string for TP,+I we have that for some 
t* > 0, some r, each s > t*, TPe,+ls(r) is defined and 
= (r} 
and there is no syz)'g.v for Tb.+l,s: based on TPe,+l,s(r) which contradicts 
case IIl of the construction of TP,+I. s 
Since (5) holds fore = e* (5) holds fore  = e*+l .  
The end of the proof is a straight-forward modification of the argu- 
ments of [8]. 
Assume that ff'eP+l is defined through case 2 or case z Choose a 
rr __. ~:eP+l (0) above which no pair of strings on ~et½1 sp!it for e. 
Define 
s(x) = las[does(O, x) is defined with o ~ q~[?+ls and o ~ 7r] and a x = 
laO[~e.sCx)(O, x) is defined with o c "#P+ls(x), o 3 rr] ~nd 
f (x )  = ,~e.s(x)(Ox, ) .  
f i s  partial recursive and since AP is on ff'~P+l if ¢'e(A ) is total tl~en f i s  
recursive. Say f~ dOe(A). Then for some be~nningA[n]  of A and some 
x ~ 0 we have A [n] ~ q~eV+l and doe(A [n], x) is defined and 
doe.s(x)(Ox, )  4: doe(A [n], x ) .  
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So by (!)  and (5) there is a a .3__ ax such tiaat o ~ ',Pff and o. A [n! split 
rr for e, a contradiction. 
Assume that ~eP+l is defined throu~l case 1. We show ho~ to com- 
prise arbitrarily large beginnings of A whenever Oe(A ~ is total by asking 
questions uniformly recttrsive in ~l~e(:t ). Assunl0 that A [hi is given where 
A [n] = ~g:l,,(r) 
for some s ~> 0, some r. 
Wait unti l  ~eP+t,t(r ::, 0), (7", 1 ) are defined for some t ~> s, so that 
~I/g+l,t(7") ?- h [:I] 
by (1) -and is a be~nning of A by (5), which implie.,; that 
'I'~÷l,t(r •q) c ,4 
for some q ~< 1. By the construction q"ff+l,.Ar * 0), (r • 1 ) split for e 
through some x ~> 0 at stage t and so q~½1,t(r • q) is a beginning of A 
where 
xlt£e~+l,t(7 " * q) D ,4[ / l ]  
and 
dPe,t(~]tg+l,tX) ": tl)e(.4. N) . 
Hence 
A ~<rOe(A).  
Corollary (Shoenfield). There is a minimal degree beh~w O' #womparable 
wizh alu' given degree strictty between 0 and 0'. 
Another problem concerning joins is that of characterising the joins 
of degrees of sets satisfying particular separation properties. Also does 
theorem 2 remain true when we include the de les  of partial functions? 
Case [ 1 ] has shown that the degrees constructed in the proof of theo- 
rem 2 will not be minimal partial degrees~ 
R ~:ti~,v ~a'¢,s 7 3 
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